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Capacity per shelf:
     Up to 48": 1000 lbs
     Over 48": 800 lbs

Unlike some manufacturers, Tarrison makes the 
connection. Tarrison's trusses are always connected 
to the perimeter truss, which significantly reduces 
deflection and bowing in all standard shelf 
configurations.

TAKE A 
LOAD OFF

01

Tarrison provides more top mat wires than most 
competitors in the industry, resulting in a shelf 
with superior strength!

02

Support rods are foundational to the strength of 
any shelf, which is why Tarrison only manufactures 
support rods that are thick, strong, and secure.

03

with the unparalleled strength of 
Tarrison's wire shelving. 

Competitors Tarrison



WE HAVE OTHER 
STRENGTHS TOO

While some manufacturers may offer low grade, cheaper 
casters, these can greatly reduce shelf capacity and ruin 
flooring. High-capacity, non-marking polyurethane casters 
are our standard, as we refuse to compromise the quality or 
capacity of our shelving.

04

As of this year, we have completely done away with the 
traditional hex post levellers and upgraded to a 
non-marking leveller as part of our standard offering.

03

Numbered posts simplify the process of installation 
and ensure that shelves are assembled accurately the 
first time, every time.

01

Offering a complete line of shelving, Tarrison is your 
one-stop supplier for any and all shelving needs. No 
need to source from multiple manufacturers!

02
 With our consistently high warehouse stock, you can 
bet that we will have what you need when you need it.

05

Type 304 series 
stainless steel.

Stainless Steel

Poly Seal

Clear coat epoxy
Sealer
Clear chromate
Zinc chloride

Chrome

Clear chromate
Chrome
Bright Nickel

Value Epoxy

Silver epoxy
Phosphate coating

While many manufacturers market green shelving as the gold standard for 
humid environments, the green is purely cosmetic and was developed as 
nothing more than a visual aid to help users differentiate between shelving 
for humid environments and standard shelving. Because of this association, 
many have come to believe that they need green shelves in high-humidity 
environments and have even fallen victim to purchasing unsuitable 
shelving simply because the units were green. 

When it comes to corrosion resistance, what really matters is the material 
that the shelves are comprised of, which is why our PolySeal shelves have 
four corrosion-fighting layers, including a unique zinc chromate undercoat 
that keeps our units free of rust and corrosion for years of intensive use. 
Why else would we offer a 15-year corrosion warranty?

FACT

High-humidity environments like walk-in refrigerators or hothouses 
need green shelving to protect against rust and corrosion.

MYTH


